
Penny & Shaq (feat. Offset Jim)

ALLBLACK

[Intro: Offset Jim]

Yeah, broke ass niggas

DTB, DTB

It's Jim nigga

[Chorus: ALLBLACK & Offset Jim]

Jim what's good, I'm on 580 on the way to the hood

Finna get high, I'm on the Afton to pick up some woods

I'm on them papers, the bitch nigga only thing I'ma smoke

I'm with that too, I got this torch with the stick in my coat

Niggas don't like us 'cause we up and they so damn broke

Man that's on them, my name Jim, all I do is get dough

My name's BLACK and I'm 'bout racks, I ain't stressin' on shit

Penny and Shaq, that's ALLBLACK and Offset Jim

[Verse 1: Offset Jim]

You can catch up to my pimpin', just stop savin' bitches

Finna take the pussy, niggas out here rapin' bitches

Never froze, never told, I can't get exposed

Life been clean cut but I got grimy ways

At an early age I figured out that crime pays

Specializing in weapons since an adolescent
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Fuck with BLACK, I double back, I'm a fuckin' terrorist

All this damage that I do, cannot repair it

Stare death in the face, tell him come back later

Still thanking God, I owe him a hundred favors

Always in the trenches, danger's not a fuckin' stranger

Don't hit my DM with a threat, bitch you gotta show me

Target practice on your homies just for tryna ho me

Keep a square bitch lonely, scammers and prostitutes only

Target practice on your homies just for tryna ho me

Keep a square bitch lonely, scammers and prostitutes only

[Chorus: ALLBLACK & Offset Jim]

Jim what's good, I'm on 580 on the way to the hood

Finna get high, I'm on the Afton to pick up some woods

I'm on them papers, the bitch nigga only thing I'ma smoke

I'm with that too, I got this torch with the stick in my coat

Niggas don't like us 'cause we up and they so damn broke

Man that's on them, my name Jim, all I do is get dough

My name's BLACK and I'm 'bout racks, I ain't stressin' on shit

Penny and Shaq, that's ALLBLACK and Offset Jim

[Verse 2: ALLBLACK]

Your bitch kept on fuckin' so she got snatched

I'ma run up out the ranch when I quit rap

In the casino so the thugs I know can shoot craps



In the club spillin' dog, loaded to the max

The whole game wearin' cleats, runnin' up the racks

And the whole gang bustin' for me, I don't need the strap

You out-of-towners come to Cali then you gettin' taxed

And stop asking where we going, bitch sit back

Your legs work, ain't no sense in playing, get money

Ain't gotta whip it out, too many people vouching for me

I'm in the field, it's off safety baby, school Murphy

I've been tryna figure out why I'm so scummy

I'm done with nine to five bitches, three-oh-fours only

And if I tell you that I love you, baby don't trust me

Left the telly, slid to Noho, I'm back in the trap

BLACK and Jim the new Orlando Penny and Shaq

[Chorus: ALLBLACK & Offset Jim]

Jim what's good, I'm on 580 on the way to the hood

Finna get high, I'm on the Afton to pick up some woods

I'm on them papers, the bitch nigga only thing I'ma smoke

I'm with that too, I got this torch with the stick in my coat

Niggas don't like us 'cause we up and they so damn broke

Man that's on them, my name Jim, all I do is get dough

My name's BLACK and I'm 'bout racks, I ain't stressin' on shit

Penny and Shaq, that's ALLBLACK and Offset Jim
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